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8460 QC Lane Cloth

Installation Instructions
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General Information
No More:

  -    Cutting or unrolling used cloth from the take up roller of your lane machine
  -    Fighting with wet dirty used cloth
  -   Wasted time

8460 QC Lane Cloth has a plastic core that can be used as the take up roller in your lane machine.

 Note: First time users of 8460 QC Lane Cloth will need to use the existing take up device for used cloth.
Route cloth around the cushion roller and attach to your existing take up roll as normal. Once your first
roll of 8460 QC Lane Cloth has been used, proceed with the following directions for installing a new roll
of cloth.

New Roll Installation
1. After you have used all the cloth from the 8460 QC supply roll.

2. Remove roll of used lane cloth from the lane machine (save original take up roll if desired).

3. Remove the empty 8460 QC plastic core from the cloth supply position.

4. Place empty 8460 QC plastic core in the take up position for the used cloth.

5. Insert a fresh roll of 8460 QC Lane Cloth in the supply position of your lane machine.

6. Feed leading edge of fresh cloth through your lane machine (see routing decal).

7. Allow enough lane cloth to wrap 3 times around the take up core.

8. Remove backing from the unused double sided tape on the plastic core and attach leading edge of lane
cloth.

 Note: For ease of backing removal, a 1/2” loose strip of backing extends beyond the end of tape.

9. Rotate take up core until all slack has been removed from the cloth. Use machine instructions to wind
cloth until tight.

10. Finished!

 Note: The Cloth Drive/Driven hubs on your lane machine motors/clutch may need to be updated to fit
the larger diameter of the plastic core. Consult your Aftermarket Product Specialist for advice.

 Note: The metal reinforcement tube is not needed to support the inside of the 8460 QC plastic core.


